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ABSTRACT 12 

As SARS-CoV-2 continues to evolve, mutations arise that will allow the virus to evade immune 13 

defenses and therapeutics. Assays that can identify these mutations can be used to guide 14 

personalized patient treatment plans. Digital PCR (dPCR) is a fast and reliable complement to 15 

whole genome sequencing that can be used to discriminate single nucleotide polymorphisms 16 

(SNPs) in template molecules.  Here, we developed a panel of SARS-CoV-2 dPCR assays and 17 

demonstrate its applications for typing variant lineages and therapeutic monoclonal antibody 18 

resistance. We designed multiplexed dPCR assays for SNPs located at residue 3395 in the orf1ab 19 

gene and residue 143 of the spike gene that differentiate the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron 20 

BA.2 lineages. We demonstrate their validity on 596 clinical saliva specimens that were 21 

sequence-verified using Illumina whole genome sequencing. Next, we developed dPCR assays 22 

for spike mutations R346T, K444T, N460K, F486V, and F486S mutations that are associated with 23 

host immune evasion and reduced therapeutic monoclonal antibody efficacy. We demonstrate 24 

that these assays can be run individually or multiplexed to detect the presence of up to 4 SNPs 25 

in a single assay. We validate these dPCR assays on 81 clinical saliva SARS-CoV-2 positive 26 

specimens from Omicron subvariants BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BF.7, BQ.1, BQ.1.1, and XBB. 27 

Thus, dPCR could serve as a useful tool to determine if clinical specimens contain 28 

therapeutically relevant mutations and inform patient treatment. 29 
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INTRODUCTION 33 

The evolution of SARS-CoV-2 brings challenges to disease epidemiology and patient treatment. 34 

Genomic mutations arise that define phylogenetic lineages, alter virus properties, and have 35 

functional consequences of clinical significance (1). In early November, 2021, the SARS-CoV-2 36 

Delta variant and its sublineages were the predominantly circulating lineages in the United 37 

States (2). On November 26, 2021 the World Health Organization designated the SARS-CoV-2 38 

Omicron variant as a “variant of concern” (3). Genome sequencing showed that the Omicron 39 

lineages contained approximately 50 unique mutations compared to previous variants of 40 

concern (4). Phylogenetic analysis indicated that the Omicron lineages arose independent of 41 

the Delta lineage, likely from a prolonged infection in an immunocompromised patient, or an 42 

animal host (5). The Omicron BA.1 lineage eventually rose to be the dominant circulating 43 

lineage, displacing Delta lineages at a rate faster than previous variants (6). This increased rate 44 

of displacement is likely due to increased immune evasion and infectivity of the early Omicron 45 

BA.1 and BA.2 variants (7-9). 46 

Since their initial emergence, Omicron lineages have diversified, with multiple sublineages 47 

branching from the ancestral BA.1 and BA.2 lineages. Studies show that currently circulating 48 

strains (e.g. BA.2.75.2 and BQ.1.1) are increasingly able to escape neutralization by sera 49 

obtained from vaccinated individuals, compared to the original BA.2 strain (10). Neutralization 50 

by sera from vaccinated individuals that also recovered from an Omicron breakthrough 51 

infection (BA.1, BA.2, or BA.5) was also reduced in more recent variants. Worryingly, circulating 52 

sublineages have also independently evolved mutations within the receptor binding domain 53 

(RBD) of the Spike protein that escape neutralization by the therapeutic monoclonal antibodies 54 
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(mAbs) bebtelovimab, bamlanivimab, etesevimab, casirivimab, tixagevimab, and others (11). 55 

The R346, K444, L452, N460, E484, and F486 residues may be particularly important in mAb 56 

resistance and SARS-CoV-2 pathology (12). Due to the limited methods to determine if a patient 57 

is infected with a resistant variant, the FDA issues blanket guidance to withdraw emergency use 58 

authorization (EUA) for mAbs based on general variant presence (13). This significantly limits 59 

patient access to life-saving treatment options regardless of what variant they are infected with 60 

(e.g., co-circulating variants that are susceptible to mAbs). Hence, methods to rapidly 61 

determine if SARS-CoV-2 positive patient specimens harbor resistance mutations are of critical 62 

importance in guiding therapeutic treatment. 63 

Whole genome sequencing is the most comprehensive method for genotyping SARS-CoV-2. 64 

However, the cost, time requirements, and required technical expertise leaves a need for 65 

complementary methods to identify variants of concern and mutations of interest in clinical 66 

specimens. Digital PCR (dPCR) has emerged as a technology that can be used to detect and 67 

differentiate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in template DNA (14). In the QuantStudio 68 

Absolute Q Digital PCR system (ThermoFisher, Massachusetts, USA), template DNA is 69 

partitioned into over 20,480 microchambers. Within each microchamber, an end-point PCR 70 

reaction is performed which contains primers and probes specific to template DNA. TaqMan 71 

(ThermoFisher, Massachusetts, USA) probes contain a fluorescent dye and fluorescent 72 

quencher molecule affixed to opposing ends of the probe oligomers. During the PCR elongation 73 

phase, polymerase activity degrades annealed probes, liberating the fluorescent dye from the 74 

quencher molecule and allowing fluorescence emission (15). Probe length is an important 75 

factor in facilitating fluorescence quenching, so minor groove binder (MGB) moieties can also 76 
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be attached to probes to reduce probe length and improve quencher efficiency (16). After the 77 

PCR assay has completed, end-point fluorescence intensity is then used to determine whether a 78 

microchamber is ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ for each probe target and the number of positive 79 

microchambers can be used to calculate template presence (17). The robustness and sensitivity 80 

of dPCR to detect template differences of only a single nucleotide have made it useful in 81 

practical applications of viral identification and quantitation, determination of allelic imbalance, 82 

and wastewater viral variant surveillance (18-20).  83 

In this study, we demonstrate the usefulness of dPCR in detecting polymorphisms in SARS-CoV-84 

2 genomes obtained from clinical saliva specimens. We show that dPCR can detect the 85 

presence of one or two SNPs to distinguish between the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron 86 

BA.2 lineages. We also show that a nine-nucleotide deletion can be used to identify the 87 

Omicron BA.1 lineage. We verify the clinical validity of these assays by determining lineage 88 

designations for 596 SARS-CoV-2 positive clinical saliva samples and verify those determinations 89 

by Illumina next generation sequencing. We finally demonstrate the ability of dPCR to identify 90 

mutations at up to 4 genomic loci in a single reaction vessel and use this ability to detect SNPs 91 

associated with immune escape in 81 clinical saliva samples. 92 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 93 

Saliva specimens and diagnostic testing 94 

This study was approved by Arizona State University Institutional Review Board. This study 95 

involved analyses of 677 saliva specimens submitted for SARS-CoV-2 testing at ASU Biodesign 96 

Clinical Testing Laboratory (ABCTL) from November 16, 2021 to December 10, 2022. Saliva 97 
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samples were independently collected by participants in 2 mL collection vials, registered, and 98 

deposited at drop-off locations. RNA was extracted from 250µl of saliva specimen within 33 99 

hours of sample receipt using the KingFisher Flex (Thermo Scientific), following the 100 

manufacturer’s guidelines. Diagnostic testing was performed using TaqPath COVID-19 Combo 101 

Kit assay (Applied Bio-systems, USA) following manufacturer’s guidelines.  102 

Digital PCR 103 

DNA constructs (primers, probes, template constructs) were ordered from either Integrated 104 

DNA technologies (Coralville, IA, USA) or Applied Biosystems (Waltham, MA, USA; nucleotide 105 

sequences can be found in Tables S1, S2, and S3 in the supplemental material).  106 

The reaction mixtures for the orf1ab and spike lineage discriminating assays were comprised of 107 

1X Absolute Q 1-step RT-dPCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA), 400 nM of each 108 

primer, 200 nM of each fluorescent probe, 4 μL template, water was used to bring the final 109 

volume to 9μL. Synthetic DNAs were assayed at a concentration of 103 copies/μL. Saliva 110 

specimens with threshold cycle (Ct) values less than 19 when assayed using TaqPath COVID-19 111 

Combo Kit assay (Applied Bio-systems, USA) were diluted 1:2 before loading.  112 

The reaction mixtures for the spike RBD mutation assays were comprised of 1X Absolute Q 1-113 

step RT-dPCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA), 450 nM of each primer, 280 nM 114 

of each fluorescent probe, 5.5 μL template, water was used to bring the final volume to 9μL. 115 

Synthetic DNAs were assayed at a concentration of 103 copies/μL.   116 

Samples were loaded in QuantStudio Absolute Q MAP16 (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA), 117 

overlaid with 15 μL Absolute Q Isolation Buffer (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA), and the 118 
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digital PCR reactions were performed on the Absolute Q dPCR system (Applied Biosystems, 119 

Waltham, MA). For the orf1ab and spike lineage determination assays, cycling conditions were: 120 

10 min at 50°C, 5 min activation at 95°C, 40 cycles of 2s at 95°C and 15s at 54°C.  For the spike 121 

RBD assay determination assays, cycling conditions were: 10 min at 50°C, 5 min activation at 122 

95°C, 40 cycles of 2s at 95°C and 25s at 58°C. Fluorescence intensities and positive chamber 123 

counts were analyzed using QuantStudio Absolute Q Digital PCR Software version 6.2.0 (Applied 124 

Biosystems, Waltham, MA). Results for clinical specimens can be found in the supplemental 125 

material datasets 1 - 5.  126 

SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing 127 

 NGS library preparation for saliva samples was performed using the COVIDSeq Test 128 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with ARTICv4 and ARTICv4.1 primer sets (21). Libraries were 129 

sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq2000 instrument using 2 × 109 paired end reads. Sequencing 130 

reads adapter sequences were trimmed using trim-galore, aligned to the Wuhan1 reference 131 

genome (MN908947.3) using the Burrows–Wheeler aligner, BWA-MEM version 0.7.17-r1188 132 

(22), and had their primer sequences trimmed using iVAR version 1.3.1 (23). Lineage calling for 133 

community and hospital-derived sequencing data was performed with pangolin software (24), 134 

with its assignment and designation libraries up to date at the time of analysis. Sequence 135 

quality was validated and annotated using VADR version 1.4 (25).  136 

Phylogenetic analysis 137 

Phylogenies were generated using Nextstrain.cli version 5.0.1 (26) and associated Augur 138 

Auspice pipeline with an input dataset based on the Nextstrain ncov GISAID Reference dataset 139 
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accessed on November 16th, 2022. Duplicate lineages were removed, and the set was 140 

supplemented with lineages of interest in which assay-targeted mutations were found to be 141 

present in at least 75% of sequences. The Nextstrain ncov default build was utilized, with a 142 

minimal config file specifying the input dataset and Wuhan/Hu-1/2019 as the root. The filter 143 

settings in the default parameters file were modified by setting the skip_diagnostics flag to 144 

true.  145 

Global mutation proportion analysis 146 

Global mutation proportion data were downloaded from cov-spectrum (27) with simple queries 147 

for S:R346T, S:K444T, S:N460K, S:F486S, and S:F486V. Absolute counts were downloaded in 148 

addition to proportion data for S:N460K. An advanced query was performed to obtain absolute 149 

counts for each codon (AAA, AAG) present in S:N460K sequences. Data were plotted from 150 

March 3rd, 2022 until November 6th, 2022. For plotted data range, the difference in 95% CI top 151 

and 95% CI bottom never reaches greater than 5%) 152 

 153 

RESULTS 154 

Digital PCR assay to distinguish Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 utilizing two SNPs in 155 

the orf1ab gene. 156 

Since the effectiveness of therapeutic treatments can differ between SARS-CoV-2 lineages, a set 157 

of dPCR probes was designed to discriminate between the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and BA.2 158 

lineages using SNPs found in the orf1ab gene (Fig 1A). The probes hybridize at nucleotides 159 
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10440-10454, located in the orf1ab gene, and are used to detect substitutions found in the 160 

Delta and Omicron lineages located at amino acids R3394 and P3395. The probe homologous to 161 

the Delta lineage sequence uses VIC as its fluorescent dye and shares the same nucleotide 162 

sequence as the Wuhan1 reference sequence over the probe region. The Omicron BA.1 probe 163 

discriminates between the Delta sequence at the c10449a nucleotide substitution (amino acid 164 

P3395H) and uses FAM as its fluorescent dye. The Omicron BA.2 probe discriminates between 165 

the Delta sequence at the c10449a (amino acid P3395H) and g10447a (synonymous mutation in 166 

R3394) nucleotide substitutions and uses NED as its fluorescent dye. The fluorescent dyes were 167 

connected to the 5’ end of the oligo and all three probes contain a minor groove binder (MGB) 168 

moiety on the 3’ end of the oligo to improve binding to template sequence (15). 169 

The efficacy and specificity of probes were tested using synthetic DNA constructs (Fig 1B). The 170 

Delta (VIC), Omicron BA.1 (FAM), and Omicron BA.2 (NED) probes showed a clear fluorescence 171 

response when assayed with their homologous templates. The Omicron BA.1 probe also 172 

showed a fluorescence response to the Delta and Omicron BA.2 templates. This signal was 173 

lower in fluorescence intensity than observed from Omicron BA.1 templates, but higher than 174 

the negative signal observed in reactions containing no template DNA. There was a negligible 175 

response of the Delta (VIC) and Omicron BA.2 (NED) probes when used on their mismatching 176 

templates. Fluorescence threshold values for each probe were set to exclude the range of 177 

negative values found in mismatching templates. The fluorescence threshold for Omicron BA.1 178 

(FAM) was set above the non-specific fluorescence values observed in the mismatching 179 

template assays.  180 
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In order to determine the validity of the orf1ab dPCR assay on clinical specimens, we performed 181 

the 3-probe multiplex dPCR assay and Illumina next-generation sequencing on 596 SARS-CoV-2 182 

positive saliva samples. To receive a ‘positive’ result for a particular probe, the sample required 183 

9 or more microchambers to have a fluorescence intensity above the threshold value. During 184 

the dPCR assay scoring, Illumina sample lineages were blinded to scorers. Using this criteria, 185 

540 samples tested positive for a single lineage using the dPCR assay. All 540 samples had 186 

lineage designations by dPCR concordant with Illumina whole genome sequencing designations. 187 

No samples displayed a positive response from probes discordant to the genome sequencing 188 

designations (Fig 1C; also see Supplementary Dataset 189 

 1 in the supplemental material). There were 56 samples in which no probe passed the positive 190 

chamber count. Ct values of these negative samples were found to be significantly higher than 191 

samples with positive outcomes, indicating that viral load contributes to assay efficacy (Positive 192 

samples median Ct = 22.05, Negative samples median Ct = 24.34, p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney 193 

test). Together, this demonstrates that dPCR can use two nucleotide polymorphisms to 194 

discriminate the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 lineages in saliva specimens.  195 
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 196 

Fig 1: Digital PCR assay for the determination of the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 197 

lineages. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and probes 198 

(colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities of dPCR 199 

microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those exceeding 200 

fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). (C) Number of positive microchambers (maximum 201 

number of chambers is 20480) resulting from each saliva sample. Samples are grouped by 202 

Illumina sequencing lineage determination and sorted by positive microchamber count of the 203 

respective lineage-specific probe. Dotted line indicates the positive threshold value (9 204 

microchambers). 205 

 206 
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Digital PCR assay to distinguish between Omicron BA.1 and Delta/Omicron BA.2 utilizing a 207 

nine-nucleotide deletion in the spike gene. 208 

Some therapeutic antibodies, like sotrovimab, are still partially effective against the Omicron 209 

BA.1 lineage but less effective against the BA.2 lineage (11), we sought to design an assay to 210 

discriminate the Omicron BA.1 lineage from Delta and BA.2. We found a nine-nucleotide 211 

deletion within the Spike protein coding region (G21987-T21995, amino acids G142-Y145) 212 

specific to the BA.1 lineage. We designed dPCR probes to either contain only the nucleotides 213 

flanking the deleted region or to contain the nucleotides found in the deletion (Fig 2A). These 214 

sequences would provide identity to the Omicron BA.1 lineage, or to the Delta and Omicron 215 

BA.2 lineages, respectively. Probes contained either the VIC (BA.1) or FAM (Delta/BA.2) 216 

fluorescent dye on the 5’ end and both probes contained a 3’ MGB moiety. 217 

The dPCR probes were validated on synthetically produced DNA templates. Each probe 218 

displayed a high fluorescence signal when assayed with its matching template (Fig 2B). No 219 

evidence of a secondary fluorescence signal band, as seen in the orf1ab Omicron BA.1 probe 220 

(Fig 1B), was observed in either probe (Fig 2B). Fluorescence thresholds were set by excluding 221 

fluorescence intensity values from mismatching control templates. 222 

The S gene dPCR assay was performed on the same 596 SARS-CoV-2 positive clinical saliva 223 

samples assayed on the orf1ab assay. Sample positivity was scored as above, blinded and using 224 

the 9 microchambers as the positive threshold criterion. Using this method, 512 samples tested 225 

positive from a single probe. All 512 lineage designations from Illumina whole genome 226 

sequencing were in concordance with the digital PCR assay. No sample tested positive to a 227 
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dPCR probe that was discordant to its lineage designation from whole genome sequencing (Fig 228 

2C; also see Supplementary Dataset 2 in the supplemental material). There were 84 samples in 229 

which no probe passed the positive threshold value. Ct values of samples with no positive 230 

results were found to be significantly higher than positive samples, indicating that viral load 231 

contributes to assay efficacy (Positive samples median Ct = 21.88, Negative samples median Ct = 232 

24.42, p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney test). This demonstrates that the S gene del143-145 deletion 233 

can be used to discriminate SARS-CoV-2 Omicron BA.1 lineages from Delta and Omicron BA.2 234 

lineages in saliva specimens. 235 

 236 

Fig 2: Digital PCR assay for the determination of the Omicron BA.1, and Delta or Omicron BA.2 237 

lineages. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and probes 238 

(colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities of dPCR 239 

microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those exceeding 240 
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fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). (C) Number of positive microchambers (maximum 241 

number of chambers is 20480) resulting from each saliva sample. Samples are grouped by 242 

Illumina sequencing lineage determination and sorted by positive microchamber count of the 243 

respective lineage-specific probe. Dotted line indicates the positive threshold value (9 244 

microchambers). 245 

 246 

Digital PCR assays to detect immune evasion-associated SNPs in the Spike protein receptor 247 

binding domain. 248 

Another potential diagnostic application is in discerning the presence of amino acid mutations 249 

that may render therapeutic monoclonal antibodies ineffective. To observe the frequency of 250 

Spike RBD mutations that provide immune escape properties, the GISAID database was queried 251 

for SARS-CoV-2 Omicron sequences containing five mutations associated with immune escape: 252 

R346T, K444T, N460K, F486V, and F486S (10) (Fig 3). The L452R mutation within the Spike RBD 253 

region has also been strongly associated with immune escape (10), but has been the subject RT-254 

qPCR detection (28), so it was omitted from analysis. We found that many of these mutations 255 

are found distributed across multiple sublineages (Fig 3A). We observed that the R346T 256 

mutation has been rising in frequency since May 2022 and has arisen in the BA.2, BA.4, and 257 

BA.5 lineages as well as in the XBB recombinant lineages (Fig 3B). The K444T mutation has been 258 

rising in global frequency since September 2022, arising within the BE and BQ sublineages (BE 259 

and BQ are sublineages of BA.5; Fig 3C). The N460K mutation has arisen within BA.2 and BA.5 260 

sublineages and XBB recombinants (Fig 3D). The BA.2 sublineages utilize an AAG codon, 261 
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whereas the BA.5 lineages utilize an AAA codon. The F486S mutation is slowly becoming more 262 

abundant and is seen in BA.2 sublineages and XBB recombinants (Fig 3E). The F486V mutation 263 

arose earliest and differentiates BA.4 and BA.5 lineages from BA.2 lineages (Fig 3F). Taken 264 

together, these mutations are becoming more abundant in circulating SARS-CoV-2 lineages and 265 

are arising in multiple, independent lineages. 266 

To ensure that dPCR probes were designed with sequences representative of circulating SARS-267 

CoV-2 genomes, we queried the GISAID database to determine the codon usage for amino acid 268 

mutations associated with immune escape. For the R346T, K444T, F486V and F486S mutations, 269 

over 99% of genome sequences in the GISAID database utilize a single codon to encode the 270 

substituted amino acid (Figs 3A, 3B, 3C, 3E, 3F). However, N460K is encoded by the AAG codon 271 

in 54.09% of sequences and by the AAA codon in 45.91% of genomes containing this mutation 272 

(Fig 3D). Therefore, two probes were designed to investigate the N460K mutation. Probes 273 

containing the amino acid found in the Wuhan1 reference sequence at each position were also 274 

created at each position. To assess the global applicability of the dPCR assays, we calculated the 275 

mismatch frequency at each nucleotide position for all primers and probes against all genome 276 

sequences in the GISAID database. We found that probes had low mismatch frequency outside 277 

of the codon encoding the mutation of interest (see Fig S1 in the supplemental material). 278 

Primers also had a low mismatch frequency, however, the F486 assay requires the presence of 279 

the S477N and T478K mutations for amplicon generation. 280 
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 281 

Fig 3: Phylogenetic distribution of mutations that evade therapeutic monoclonal antibodies. (A) 282 

Phylogenetic tree of representative circulating sublineages. Colored circles indicate the 283 

presence of a Spike RBD mutation found in at least 75% of sequences within that lineage. 284 
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Global frequency, phylogenetic distribution, and codon frequencies for R346T (B), K444T (C), 285 

N460K (D), F486S (E), and F486V (F) mutations. 286 

 287 

Mutation and reference probes were designed to be run independently or multiplexed with 288 

other probes.  Each mutation/reference pair contained a different fluorescent dye and the 289 

mutation probes used a different fluorescent dye between residue locations (Fig 4A). Mutation 290 

probes for sites containing two mutations (i.e. N460K (AAA) and N460K (AAG), F486S and 291 

F486V) use the same fluorescent dye for each mutation. The R346 and F486 probe sets use 292 

unique, independent amplicons, whereas the K444 and N460 probe sets share a single, 293 

common amplicon.  294 

In order to determine the effectiveness of the dPCR probes to discriminate the identity of each 295 

SNP, reactions containing the probe homologous to the mutation of interest and a probe 296 

homologous to the reference sequence were assayed in a single reaction vessel. Each probe 297 

pair was assayed using synthetically produced DNA templates containing the mutation 298 

nucleotide sequence or reference nucleotide sequence. For each reaction, each probe 299 

displayed a higher fluorescence signal to its homologous template, than to a template 300 

containing a mismatching nucleotide (Fig 4B). Positive FAM fluorescence was observed from 301 

assays with templates containing N460 or K444T residues. Positive VIC fluorescence was 302 

observed from assays with templates containing N460K or K444 residues. Positive ABY 303 

fluorescence was observed from assays with templates containing R346T or F486 residues. 304 

Positive JUN fluorescence was observed from assays using templates containing R346, F486S, or 305 
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F486V templates. Together, this demonstrates that each probe can correctly discriminate 306 

templates differing by only a single SNP within the probe region. 307 

 308 

Fig 4: Digital PCR assay for the detection of mutations associated with therapeutic monoclonal 309 

antibody evasion. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and 310 

probes (colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities 311 

of dPCR microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those 312 

exceeding fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). 313 

 314 
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The primers and probes from two assays were combined to assay the identity of two SNPs from 315 

a single template.  For each reaction, two amplicons were produced, with each amplicon 316 

containing only a single substitution of interest. When assayed on synthetic DNA constructs, 317 

each probe in the assays displayed higher fluorescence to its homologous template, than to a 318 

mismatching template. The R346 and K444 assays were combined into single dPCR assay to 319 

interrogate sequence identity at those positions simultaneously (Fig 5A). On the template 320 

containing reference sequences, positive fluorescence was observed in VIC and JUN channels. A 321 

positive response was observed in FAM and ABY channels for a template containing K444T and 322 

R346T mutations, respectively.  323 

The N460 and F486 assays were also combined into a single assay (Fig 5B). The reaction 324 

contained a labeled probe for each reference sequence, a VIC-labeled probe for each N460K 325 

codon (AAG and AAA), and a JUN-labeled probe for each F486 mutation (F486S and F486V). For 326 

the reference sequence template, positive fluorescence responses were observed in the FAM 327 

and ABY channels, and for both mutation templates positive responses were observed in the 328 

VIC and JUN channels. An equivalent positive response was observed for the N460K AAG and 329 

AAA codon probes as well as between the F486S and F486V probes, for their respective 330 

templates.  331 

The presence or absence of mutations at 4 SNP sites was able to be resolved in a single dPCR 332 

reaction by using the mutation specific probes containing a different fluorescent dye for each 333 

locus. Three amplicons were produced in each reaction, with the K444 and N460 probes sharing 334 

an amplicon. For each probe, fluorescence values were higher for its homologous template 335 

than to its mismatching template (Fig 5C). No positive response from any channel was observed 336 
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to a template containing the reference sequence at each position. Positive responses in the VIC, 337 

ABY, and JUN channels were observed on a template containing N460K (AAG), R346T, and 338 

F486V mutations. Positive responses in all four channels were observed on a template 339 

containing the K444T, N460K (AAA), R346T, and F486S mutations. The number of positive 340 

microchambers were similar between templates and probes, excepting the R346T probe having 341 

a lower positive chamber count. These results demonstrate the versatility of dPCR assays to 342 

report the identity of multiple nucleotide sequences across a template. 343 

 344 

Fig 5: Representative microchamber fluorescence intensities for synthetic DNA constructs from 345 

multiplexed dPCR assays. (A) R346 and K444 combination assay. (B) N460 and F486 346 

combination assay. (C) Combination assay using R346T, K444T, N460K (AAA and AAG codons), 347 

F486S, and F486V mutation probes. Positive microchambers are those exceeding fluorescence 348 

thresholds (shaded regions). 349 

 350 
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In order to test the validity of these multiplexed RT-dPCR assays on clinical samples, we 351 

performed dPCR and Illumina sequencing assays on human saliva samples. Saliva samples 352 

containing SARS-CoV-2 infections from 8 lineages, previously identified by Illumina whole 353 

genome sequencing, were used to evaluate the specificity of the assay to discriminate among 354 

clinical specimens with varying mutation profiles. For each lineage, samples were examined 355 

using an assay where the R346 and K444 assays were combined, an assay where the N460 and 356 

F486 assays were combined, and an assay where all 6 mutation-specific probes were used. 357 

The combined R346 and K444 assay was able to correctly discriminate between the mutation 358 

and reference sequence at each locus (Fig 6A). FAM fluorescence was observed in the BQ.1 and 359 

BQ.1.1 lineages, which contain the K444T mutation. Positive VIC fluorescence was seen in 360 

samples from the BA.2, BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BA.5, and BF.7 lineages, consistent with the 361 

presence of the reference sequence at the K444 locus. While the XBB lineage contains the 362 

reference amino acid at K444 and V445P mutation. The V445P mutation is not present in the 363 

reference-specific probe and causes failure at this position. A positive ABY response was seen in 364 

the BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BF.7, BQ.1.1, and XBB lineages, which contain the R346 mutation. 365 

Finally, JUN fluorescence properly identified the presence of the reference sequence at R346 in 366 

the BA.2, BA.5, and BQ.1 lineages. A reduced positivity response of the R346 probes was also 367 

observed on the saliva samples, as seen with the synthetic DNA constructs. Thirty-two total 368 

samples were tested on the combined assay and gave results consistent with their Illumina 369 

whole genome sequencing determination (see Supplementary Dataset 3 in the supplemental 370 

material). 371 
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Sequence composition of saliva samples was correctly identified using the N460 and F486 372 

combined assays (Fig 6B). Positive FAM fluorescence was observed in the BA.2, BA.5, and BF.7 373 

lineages, which contain the reference nucleotide sequence at N460. Positive VIC fluorescence 374 

was observed in the BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BQ.1, BQ.1.1, and XBB lineages, consistent with 375 

the presence of the N460K mutation in these lineages. Positive ABY fluorescence was observed 376 

in the BA.2 and BA.5 lineages, which have the reference nucleotide sequence at F486. Positive 377 

JUN fluorescence was observed in BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BA.5, BF.7, BQ.1, BQ.1.1, and XBB 378 

lineages, which contain either the F486S or F486V mutations. Twenty-eight total samples were 379 

tested on the combined assay and gave results consistent with their Illumina whole genome 380 

sequencing determination (see Supplementary Dataset 4 in the supplemental material). 381 

An assay comprised of the 6 mutation-specific probes was also verified on saliva samples and 382 

gave appropriate responses to mutation composition (Fig 6C). Positive FAM fluorescence was 383 

observed in the BQ.1 and BQ.1.1 lineages, consistent with the presence of the K444T mutation. 384 

Positive VIC fluorescence was observed in the BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BQ.1, BQ.1.1, and XBB 385 

lineages, consistent with the presence of either N460K mutation (AAG or AAA codon). Positive 386 

ABY fluorescence was observed in the BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BN.1, BF.7, BQ.1.1, and XBB lineages, 387 

consistent with the presence of the R346T mutation. Positive JUN fluorescence was observed in 388 

the BA.2.75.2, BM.1.1, BA.5, BF.7, BQ.1, BQ.1.1, and XBB lineages, consistent with the presence 389 

of either the F486S or F486V mutations. No positive fluorescence response was observed in the 390 

BA.2 lineage, which contains none of the screened mutations. As in the R346/K444 combination 391 

assay, the XBB lineage failed to display FAM fluorescence due to the absence of the K444T 392 

mutation and the presence of the V445P mutation. We tested this assay on 75 total saliva 393 
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samples, and all samples displayed results consistent with their respective Illumina whole 394 

genome sequencing lineage designation (see Supplementary Dataset 5 in the supplemental 395 

material). These assays illustrate that dPCR can discern immunologically relevant SARS-CoV-2 396 

mutations from saliva specimens and could be used to guide therapeutic treatment.  397 
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Fig 6: Representative microchamber fluorescence intensities for clinical saliva specimens from 399 

multiplexed dPCR assays. (A) R346 and K444 combination assay. (B) N460 and F486 400 

combination assay. (C) Combination assay using R346T, K444T, N460K (AAA and AAG codons), 401 

F486S, and F486V mutation probes. Positive microchambers are those exceeding fluorescence 402 

thresholds (shaded regions).  403 

 404 

DISCUSSION 405 

In this study we demonstrated the robustness of using digital PCR in genotyping SARS-CoV-2 406 

positive saliva samples for two use cases: lineage classification and therapeutic mAb resistance.  407 

We showed that using a mixture of probes with a common fluorescent dye can be used to 408 

identify mutants when multiple nucleotide substitutions are at one region of interest (N460 and 409 

F486 assays, Fig 4B). This is particularly useful when an amino acid is encoded by multiple 410 

codons, or multiple amino acids are of interest. We also demonstrated that detection is not 411 

compromised when multiple probes bind to different locations on a single amplicon 412 

(N460/F486 assay, Fig 5C). This property is beneficial when interrogating multiple mutations 413 

within a single domain of a protein (e.g. the RBD of the s gene) where creating multiple 414 

amplicons could be difficult due to primer constraints. Finally, we demonstrated that these 415 

assays can be performed on nucleic acids extracted from saliva samples to detect the presence 416 

of specific SARS-CoV-2 mutations.  417 

The R346, K444, N460, and F486 residues are locations of key mutations important in 418 

neutralization escape, enhanced fusogenicity, and enhanced S protein processing. Structural 419 
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modeling suggests that R346T and K444T appear to disrupt salt bridge formation between S 420 

protein and class III monoclonal antibodies (e.g. cilgavimab), lowering effectiveness (12, 29). 421 

The N460K mutation has been shown to enhance S protein processing and is predicted to 422 

facilitate a salt bridge and hydrogen bond formation between Spike and human ACE2, 423 

enhancing cell fusion (30). The F486V mutation aided in evading serum neutralization by early 424 

BA.5 lineages, but more recent lineages containing the F486S mutation are even more resistant 425 

to neutralization (31). Beyond the mutations examined here, additional mutations at these loci 426 

have been implicated in immune escape and are rising in frequency (11). 427 

There are limitations to the use of dPCR for SNP identification. Since dPCR relies on sequence 428 

homology between probes, primers, and template nucleic acids, it is susceptible to failure as 429 

SARS-CoV-2 evolves mutations. There have been numerous reports of SARS-CoV-2 mutations 430 

that cause failure on diagnostic RT-PCR assays (32-34). Mutations in other nucleotides of the 431 

probe or primer binding regions will result in failed amplification, as observed with the K444 432 

reference probe against the XBB lineage (Fig 6A), and could result in sequence misclassification. 433 

Furthermore, caution must be exercised interpreting negative results of reactions containing 434 

only a single probe for each SNP of interest (i.e. 6 mutant probe, 4 SNP assay; Fig 6C). Results 435 

from lineages containing no mutations of interest, such as BA.2, are indistinguishable from 436 

failed assays and samples with concentrations below the limit of detection. This limitation could 437 

be overcome using a universally binding probe that would always provide a fluorescent 438 

response but doing so would reduce the total number of SNP sites being interrogated in a single 439 

reaction.  440 
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As new variants emerge, the effectiveness of current antibody therapies is at risk. At their 441 

emergence, the initial Omicron variants were less sensitive to antibody treatments 442 

bamlanivimab and etesevimab (joint administration) and REGEN-COV (casirivimab and 443 

imdevimab), and their use was curtailed (35). More recent variants have caused the recall of 444 

emergency use authorization for bebtelovimab, leaving Paxlovid (nirmatrelivir/ritonavir) and 445 

remdesivir as preferred treatment options (36). These treatments are also at risk, as in vitro 446 

analysis using a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus system has identified that Y54C, G138S, L167F, 447 

Q192R, A194S and F305L mutations in nsp5 (3-cymotrypsin like protease) could result in 448 

reduced Paxlovid efficacy (37). As demonstrated in this study, a similar dPCR approach could be 449 

used to determine resistance to Paxlovid. Due to the very rapid development of resistance 450 

mutations in SARS-CoV-2 (38) there is an increased need for versatile assays to guide patient 451 

treatment and extend the use of life-saving therapeutics. The use of digital PCR to clarify active 452 

infection (39), determine SARS-CoV-2 lineages, and pinpoint therapeutically relevant mutations 453 

make it a well-suited technology for use in personalized diagnostics.  454 

 455 
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 612 

 613 

 614 

FIGURE LEGENDS 615 

Fig 1: Digital PCR assay for the determination of the Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 616 

lineages. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and probes 617 

(colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities of dPCR 618 

microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those exceeding 619 

fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). (C) Number of positive microchambers (maximum 620 

number of chambers is 20480) resulting from each saliva sample. Samples are grouped by 621 

Illumina sequencing lineage determination and sorted by positive microchamber count of the 622 

respective lineage-specific probe. Dotted line indicates the positive threshold value (9 623 

microchambers). 624 

Fig 2: Digital PCR assay for the determination of the Omicron BA.1, and Delta or Omicron BA.2 625 

lineages. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and probes 626 

(colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities of dPCR 627 

microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those exceeding 628 

fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). (C) Number of positive microchambers (maximum 629 

number of chambers is 20480) resulting from each saliva sample. Samples are grouped by 630 

Illumina sequencing lineage determination and sorted by positive microchamber count of the 631 
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respective lineage-specific probe. Dotted line indicates the positive threshold value (9 632 

microchambers). 633 

Fig 3: Phylogenetic distribution of mutations that evade therapeutic monoclonal antibodies. (A) 634 

Phylogenetic tree of representative circulating sublineages. Colored circles indicate the 635 

presence of a Spike RBD mutation found in at least 75% of sequences within that lineage. 636 

Global frequency, phylogenetic distribution, and codon frequencies for R346T (B), K444T (C), 637 

N460K (D), F486S (E), and F486V (F) mutations. 638 

Fig 4: Digital PCR assay for the detection of mutations associated with therapeutic monoclonal 639 

antibody evasion. (A) Schematic showing annealing locations of primers (black arrows) and 640 

probes (colored boxes) on the SARS-CoV-2 genome. (B) Representative fluorescence intensities 641 

of dPCR microchambers for synthetic DNA constructs. Positive microchambers are those 642 

exceeding fluorescence thresholds (shaded regions). 643 

Fig 5: Representative microchamber fluorescence intensities for synthetic DNA constructs from 644 

multiplexed dPCR assays. (A) R346 and K444 combination assay. (B) N460 and F486 645 

combination assay. (C) Combination assay using R346T, K444T, N460K (AAA and AAG codons), 646 

F486S, and F486V mutation probes. Positive microchambers are those exceeding fluorescence 647 

thresholds (shaded regions). 648 

Fig 6: Representative microchamber fluorescence intensities for clinical saliva specimens from 649 

multiplexed dPCR assays. (A) R346 and K444 combination assay. (B) N460 and F486 650 

combination assay. (C) Combination assay using R346T, K444T, N460K (AAA and AAG codons), 651 
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F486S, and F486V mutation probes. Positive microchambers are those exceeding fluorescence 652 

thresholds (shaded regions).  653 

Fig S1: Failure frequency of probes (A) and primers (B) used in the spike RBD digital PCR assays.  654 

Table S1: Digital PCR probe sequences and modifications 655 

Table S2: Digital PCR primer sequences 656 

Table S3: Digital PCR synthetic DNA templates used in  657 

Supplementary Dataset 1: Number of positive wells passing threshold value and metadata for 658 

each specimen in the Orf1ab_3395 assay 659 

Supplementary Dataset 2: Number of positive wells passing threshold value and metadata for 660 

each specimen in the spike 143 deletion assay 661 

Supplementary Dataset 3: Number of positive wells passing threshold value and metadata for 662 

each specimen in the R346/K444 combined assay 663 

Supplementary Dataset 4: Number of positive wells passing threshold value and metadata for 664 

each specimen in the N460/F486 combined assay 665 

Supplementary Dataset 5: Number of positive wells passing threshold value and metadata for 666 

each specimen in the 6 mutation probe assay 667 
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